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ABSTRACT. An approach for the direct translation of conventional RC active filters into CMOS
integrable structures is presented. This technique is based on the replacement of resistors by
differential gain stages, and of op-amps hy single ended gain stages. A high-frequency compensated
CMOS universal filter derived using this method is shown and experimentally verified.

RESUMEN.Se presenta un enfoque para transformar directamente estructuras de filtros activos
RC convencionales a estructuras CMOS integrables. Esta técnica se basa en la substitución de
resistencias por etapas de ganancia diferencial y de amplificadores operacionales por etapas de
ganancia con entrada referida a tierra. Se muestra la derivación de un filtro universal compensado
de alta frecuencia utilizando este método. Se muestran también resultados experimentales que
verifican este filtro.

PACS: 07.50.Ek; 07.50.Qx; 07.50.Yd

l. INTRODUCTION

RC active filters which use resistors, capacitors, and op-amps were initially implemented,
either, with discrete components or as hybrid microcircuits in thin-or thick-film technol-
ogy. RC active filters was a very prolific area of research during the sixties and seventies.
During this period, many RC active filter stmctures were reported. They were finally
classified into families with well understood characteristics regarding active and passive
sensitivities, component spread, number of op-amps, and as some other design trade-
offs [1,21. In the eighties, the dríve for integration lead to the translation of RC active
filters into MOSFET-C circuits. In the case of MOSFET-C filters, resistors were simulated
using MOS transitors in ohmic mode [3,41. This approach presents several problems: 1) It
requires long MOS transistors with large parasitic capacitances. These capacitances in-
troduce relatively low-frequency poI es; at least one for each simulated resistor. The excess
phase of these poles and of the op-amps makes implementatíon of high frequency and/or
highly selective filters very difficult. 2) Long 1\I0S transistors behave, in practice, as RC
distributed lines rather than as purcly resistive elements [5). Filter design, taking this
into account, can become very involved. 3) Dynamic range and tuning range are severely
limiteJ in order to kecp transitors in ohmic moJe. 4) Op-amps with output stages are
required in the 1\I0SFET-C approach. The reason for this, being that the op-amps mus!
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FIGURE1. (a) Positive R op-amp seetion and OTA-implemcntation; (b) negative R op-amp seetion
and OTA implementation

drive resistive loads. The driver-stage further limits the maximum frequeney of operation
in the MOSFET-C approaeh. In this paper, we show an alternative approaeh to direetly
translate RC active filter struetures into eompaet integratable CMOS cireuits with very
good high-frequeney eharacteristics. The method is described in Seco 2 of this papero Sec-
tion 3 introduces a universal filter derived from this technique. Section 4 shows simulations
of a CM OS universal filter currently in fabrieation; and it also shows experimental results
from of a bread board prototype. Section 5 provides conclusions.

2. OTA-GS FILTEHS DEIlIVED FHOMRC ACTIVE FILTEHS

2.1. Resistor simulation

The proposed approach is based on replacing the resistors in the RC active prototype by
transductors (OTAs) which, in their simplest form, are gain stages or diíferential amplifiers
with active load s (see Fig. 1). The transeonduetanee gain (gmU) of the transeonduetor is
reciproeal to the value of the simulated resistanee: R = Ijgmu, The approaeh follows
a similar line to that proposed by Refs. [6] and [7). The main advantages are: 1) The
requirements on the transductor are relaxed: speeifieally, high output impedanee and high
output signal swing are not required from the OTA sinee its output node is eonneeted to
a virtual ground (the input of the op-amp). 2) neeause of this reason, transductors can be
implemented by using very simple struetures sueh as gain stages, diíferential pairs, aetively
loaded diíferential pairs, etc. (Fig. 2). In all cases, a simple transeonduetor has only very
high frequeney parasitie poles. In order to obtain a linear transeonduetor with wide tuning
range, the differential pair can be replaeed by a very compaet six-transistor eell reported
by the author in ReL 18J. The proposed approach also offers added desing fiexibility sinee
it allows for simulation of both positive as well as negative resistors (Fig. 1). Thus, the
need for the inverting stage required in the main feedback loop of several well known RC
active struetures is obviated.
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FIGURE2. Simple OTA implementatioo
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FIGURE3. (a) Op-amp Miller integrator; (b) simple Miller iotegrator usiog a gaio stage; (e) active
compensated Miller integrator

2.2. Op-amp and integmtor simutation

Op-amp integrators are replaeed by gain stages with Miller eapacitors as shown in Fig. 3.
This leads to an integrator with unity gain freqnency: lo = 2~~ (where gm is the small
signal transconductance gain of a gain stage transistor). Notice that since op-amps are
connected only to the high impedance input terminals of aTA simulated resistors, the
op-amp does not require current driving capability; and for this reason, it can be reduced
to a simple gain stage. lt is well known that in this circuit there is a zero in the right
half of the s-plane that can introduce significant excess phase at frequencies close to
the integrator unity gaio frequency leading to Q-enchancement and eventual iostability.
The conventional compensation technique used to shift this zerO to very high frequencies
requires a resistor with value R, = l/gm in series with the Miller capacitor. R, is usually
simulated with a MaS transistor in ohmic mode [9]. By using this approach, it is very
difficult to match a transistor in ohmic mode to one in saturation; and it makes frequeocy
compensation, in practice, not very effective. An alternative active compensation scheme
which uses a diode-connected transistor matched to that in the gain stage is used here
instead (Fig. 3c). The small-signal cquivalellt circuit oC this transistor is a resistor with
R, = l/gm, that can be accurately matched to the value fl", to satisfy the compensating
condition. This ensures shifting of the zero lo very high frequencies. From simulations of
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an integrator with unity gain frequency, Jo = 5 MHz, it has been determined that excess
phase at Jo of less than 0.10 is feasible. An advantage of the proposed approach is that
due to the simplicity of the building blocks, the circuit can operate on low supply voltages
(single 3.3 V supply).

3. UNIVERSAL OTA-GS FILTER

To illustrate the proposed aproach, a universal fi!ter derived from an RC active prototype is
discussed next. Figure 4a shows the block diagram of a second order system characterized
by the biquadratic transfer function

GHP 82 + GilP 'fJ8 + GLPW6
H(8) = --------82+ 'fJ8 + w6

Figure 4b shows an RC active implementation of the block diagram of Fig. 4a using
the conventional inverting summing and inverting Miller integrator stages. This structure
allows independent adjustment for all filter parameters: Q, GLP, GHP, GilP and Jo. It
can be translated into an OTA-GS structure with the replacements indicated in Figs. 1
through 3. A disadvantage of this structure is the excess phase introduced by the summing
no de in the main negative feedback loop which can lead to instability at high frequencies.
Figure 4c shows a modification which has the same transfer function and that also allows
independent adjustment of all filter parameters; but, with the surnrning no de brought out
of the main feedback loop. This is done by including two additional negative resistors
with value rGIIP (sorne resistors in the original version require also to be transforrned into
negative ones). In this rnodified version, the excess phase of the surnrning no de does not
aífect significantly high frequency operation. This modification is possible only because of
the availability of negative resistors in the presently proposed approach.

4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Simulation re8ults

Simulations of the OTA-GS filter of Fig. 4c were performed using the building blocks of
Figs. 2 and 3c. For the simulations, :J:2.5 V supplies, and 2 /lm CM OS P-well MOSIS
technology parameters were used, capacitors with nominal values of e = 3 pF, N-channel
transistors with dimensions 6/3 (¡tm), P-channel transistors with dimensions 10/3, and
bias currents of 30 /lA were used. Figure 5a shows simulations of the bandpass and notch
responses obtained from the same circuito The filter's behavior is modified by simply
adjusting the bias currents of the OTA's simulating resistors: r/GilP, r/GilP and r/GLP so
that only the appropriate transductors remain active. Figures 5b and 5c show independent
Q and Jo adjustment (with the bias currents of the OTAs silllulating rQ and R). The
universal fi!ter was laid out (Fig. 6) for 2 /lm P-well CMOS technology and it is currently
being fabricated by MOSIS. The area of the filter is 360 x 400 /lm2, the total power
disipation is 2.5 mW.
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FIGURE 4. (a) Dlock diagram of biquadratic syslem; (b) Re active universal filter; (e) high fre-
quency modification oC Re active universal filter.
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FIGURE 5. SPICE Simulated írequeney response oí CMOS illlplementation oí cireuit oí Fig. 6e:
(a) IJandpass and noteh responses; (b) low-pass response with variable Q; (e) low-pass response
with variable fo.
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FIGURE 6. Layout oC Cabrieated CMOS universal fi!ter.
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FIGURE 7. Experimental bump equalizer response.

4.2. Experimental resutts

To verify the proposed eoneept, a bread board prototype oC the universal filter of Fig. 5b
was built using bipolar OTAs (CA32S0) Corresistor simulation and 741 op-amps for Miller
integrator implementation. All OTAs were biased to simulate 20 kí! resistors with exeep-
tion of the OTA simulating rQ that was biased to simulate a 100 kí! resistor so that a
nominal Q = 5 would be obtained. 1000 pF eeramie eapaeitors were used. A pole fre-
queney, Jo, oC approximately 30 kllz was obtained. Figure 7 shows the experimental bump
equalizer's response obtained by setting equa! low-pass and high-pass gain eoefficients:
GLP, GIIP = 1; and by varying the band.pass gain eoeffieient, Gnp. Independent Q and
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fo adjustments were experimentally verified to be in good agreement with simulations
(scaled down by frequency factor ~ lOO).

5. CONCLUSION

An approach which allows to derive CM OS integratable filters from conventional RC ac-
tive structures was presented and experimentally verified. Techniques for high frequency
compensation were discussed and illustrated with a universal filter. Future work in this
area contemplates the simulation of resistors with four quadrant transconductance multi-
plier celis to provide fi¡ters with wide range programmable characteristics, the design of
fully differential structures and the utilization of floating gate devices to reduce supply
requirements to :1:0.75 V.
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